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Abstract 
The d-ary back-to-back tree of height k, BBT~, consists of two complete d-ary trees of height 
k the leaves of which are identified. For a proper coloring of the edges of BK$ with c > d + 1 
colors, we consider periodic gossiping, i.e. full-duplex all-to-all broadcasting in the l-port model 
where communication is made on a link of color i at any time (round) = imodc. 
We present a coloring for which this process finishes within k periods, where a period is the 
collection of c consecutive rounds. We prove that this is optimal for c = d + 1. 
1. Introduction 
We repeat the following ideas and notations from [7]: A proper coloring of the edges 
of a graph is an assignment of one color to each edge such that no vertex is incident to 
two edges of the same color. For a given simple and connected graph G = (V, E) and a 
proper coloring cp of the edges of G with c colors 1,. . . , c, let a call be made between 
the vertices x, y E V in a certain round (time-step) t (t = 1,2,3,. . .) iff {x, y} E E and 
t E y(x, y) mod c. Note that any vertex takes part in at most one call per round, since 
adjacent edges must have different colors, and that the edges are used periodically for 
doing a call. During such a call, let the participating vertices exchange bidirectionally 
all information they have learned before. (We assume in particular that every round is 
physically long enough to allow this no matter how many items have to be sent and 
received.) If before round 1, every vertex of G generates one item of information, after 
a certain number of rounds, T(G, cp), eventually every vertex knows all those items. 
This process is known as gossiping, and we are interested in the periodic gossip time 
PGT(G, cp) = [T(G, cp)/cl. When the sth period (s = 1,2,3,. . .) is the collection of the 
c consecutive rounds (s - 1)c + 1, (s - 1)~ + 2,. . . , SC, the latter parameter counts the 
number of periods until gossiping in G under the coloring cp is completed. Finally, for 
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a given graph G with edge-chromatic number not exceeding c, the c-periodic gossip 
time is PGT,(G) = min, PGT(G, q) where the minimum is taken over all proper 
colorings of the edges of G with c colors, i.e. for determining PGT,(G), we must 
construct colorings which are optimal for periodic gossiping. 
The periodic usage of the edges is known also as trafic-light scheduling [6]. 
Although this might not be the best possible gossip scheme in general, it has two 
essential advantages: 
1. It is locally determined in the sense that every vertex knows from the coloring 
when to call which neighbor. 
2. It is also applicable in the more general situation when in different vertices, 
information is generated at different times. For an item of information generated before 
round t, the scheme ensures that it will be disseminated to every vertex of the graph 
within the next PGT(G, cp) periods, i.e. not later than in round c( [t/cl + PGT(G, cp)). 
For surveys on gossiping in general, we refer the reader to [3,4,10,8], and to [2] 
where the term full-duplex 1 -port all-to-all-broadcasting is used. Periodic gossiping 
was introduced in [9] where results on the number of rounds for paths, trees, cycles, 
and some grids were given. Trees were studied more extensively in [7], but still we 
do not know optimal colorings or PGT,(T) for an arbitrarily chosen tree T. 
While we prepared this paper, the interesting article [5] has been written. Here a 
generalization called systolic dissemination of information is introduced, in which to 
every edge a subset of colors is assigned such that adjacent edges receive disjoint 
subsets. This means that a channel can be used several times per period. For the 
minimum number of rounds in this more powerful model, new results for complete 
d-ary trees are proved. Moreover, the authors study the case of one-way communica- 
tion, in particular, doubly directed paths and trees. 
In the present paper, we deal with the d-ary back-to-back tree of height k, BBT,, 
which is defined as follows: For d 2 2, let D be the set of all words over the alphabet 
{l,..., d} including the empty word ;1. For any x E D, 1x1 denotes the length of x, that 
is the number of its letters. For k 3 1, we obtain the well-known d-ary tree of height 
k, Tj, on the vertex set {x E D : 1x1 d k} by putting an edge between any word x of 
length 1x1 < k - 1 and each of its sons xl,x2,...,xd. Now, take two such copies, +Tj 
and -Tj, and accordingly label the vertices with prefix + or -. Finally, BBT$ arises 
from the union of +Tj and -Td by identifying +x and -x for any word x of length k, 
i.e. it consists of two d-at-y trees glued together at their leaves. As an example, BBT: 
is depicted in Fig. 1. Note that according to the inductive construction of d-ary trees, 
BBT: consists of d isomorphic copies of BBT,k-’ the vertices of which are prefixed 
by l,..., d, respectively, additional vertices fil, and additional edges from the new 
vertices to any *ii, i = 1,. . . , d, with the same f-prefix. This idea can be continued 
successively, and we shall refer to BBT: as composed by d copies of BBTf-’ or 
by d2 copies of BBT,kd2. The sub-BBTj-‘“’ between +x and -x will be denoted by 
BBT(x). 
Back-to-back trees were studied as a multicomputer network in [ 1 l] where results on 
basic parameters of the graphs and on some communication and routing problems, 
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Fig. 1. The 4-ary back-to-back tree of height 2. 
as well as further references can be found. The analysis of the broadcasting commu- 
nication problem was done in [l] where it has been proved that the broadcast time of 
BBT: equals Li(d + 3)kJ. As it turned out, back-to-back trees are suitable for contin- 
uing the investigation of periodic gossiping because they are a careful generalization 
of trees. 
Because d + 1 is both the maximum degree and the chromatic index of BBT,k 
if k > 2, we may assume c 3 d + 1 throughout the paper. In Section 2, for all 
d > 2 and k b 1, we present colorings (p: of BBT: with c = d + 1 colors that 
achieve PGT(BBTj, q”,) < k. As it will be proved in Section 3, this is optimal for 
c=d+l. 
Throughout the paper, for a graph G, we use x E G for refering to the vertex x, and 
x, y for refering to the edge {x, y}. For any x E D\(I), let P denote the @her of x, 
e.g. the uniquely determined vertex of length 1x1 - 1 which is adjacent to x. Clearly, 
we can obtain 1 by omitting the last letter from x. Analogously, let +^x = +i and 
-^x = - 1 be the fathers in the back-to-back tree. Moreover, for colors i, j E { 1,. . . , c}. 
let i $ j denote the color (i + j - 1 mod c) + 1. Finally, given a graph G with a proper 
edge-coloring cp, it requires t periods to pass information from v E G to w E G 
along a path u = xo,xi,xz, . . , XI = w iff there are t - 1 descents, that is an index i 
in { 1,. . . ,I - 1) such that &-i ,x, ) > Cp(Xi,Xi+i ). Taking into account all possible 
paths between v and w, we may define pgt(u,w) to be the minimum number of pe- 
riods required to pass information from v to w under the coloring cp, which implies 
pgt(u, w) = 0 iff u = w. 
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2. Coloring 
Throughout this section, let integers d > 2 and k 2 1 be fixed arbitrarily, and c = 
d + 1. Now, we define successively a proper coloring, ~2, of the edges of BBT$ with 
colors l,..., c as follows: Fig. 2 shows cpi. For k 2 2, start with the edges from the 
root of the (+)-tree by 
&(+A,+i) = i for i = l,..., d. 
Complete the coloring of the (+)-tree by 
q~(+x,+xi)=cp~(+P,+x)@i forxED, l<]~]<k-1 and i=l,...,d. 
Finally, carry over this coloring to the (-)-tree by 
qi(- f, -x) = c + 1 - cp$(+& +x) for x E D, 1 d 1x1 < k. 
By the above definition, all edges incident to any fixed vertex have different colors if c 
is even, and there are no further problems in this case. However, if c is odd, the above 
holds only for vertices fx with 1x1 d k - 1, because if 1x1 = k and cp$(+$ +x) = 
k(c + 1) then -2, --x would get the same color i(c + I), too, which is not permitted 
because here +x = -x. To avoid the conflict in this situation, we exchange the colors of 
-2, -x and the edge between -i and one of its sons colored c [or l] if q$( --$ - _?) < 
i(c+ 1) [or i(c+ 1) < cp$(-$-f)]. We will refer to this as color-switching in the 
following. Now finally, ‘p$ is a proper edge-coloring of BBT:. The labeling of the 
edges in Fig. 3 shows qi as an example whereby we omitted some of the vertex- 
labels already given in Fig. 1. 
Remark. In general, we know that for a proper edge-coloring of BBT: with c = d + 1 
colors, at any vertex fx with 1 d 1x1 d k - 1, the coloring of the edges between fx 
d even d odd 
Fig. 2. Coloring of BBTB. 
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Fig. 3. Coloring for BST~. 
and its sons is determined up to a permutation of the sons if cp(*;, 5~) is given, 
because each color must appear at exactly one edge incident to fx. We will use this 
property very frequently. 
In the following, we shall estimate the periodic gossip time of BBT, under cp; and 
then prove that this time is optimal. 
Lemma 2.1. For any x E D, we haue pgt(+x, -x) d k - 1x1 (pgt( -x, +X) < k - /XI), 
except if d = 2, 1x1 = k - 1, and no edge between +x(-x) and one of’ its sons is 
colored by 1 in which case we have pgt(+x, -x) = 2 (pgt( -x, +x) = 2). 
Proof. We prove the statement for +x. The assertion is obvious for 1x1 = k because 
then +X = -x. Let 1x1 < k - 1 and I = k - 1x1 in the rest of the proof. Among all edges 
between Sx = +x0 and its sons, let +x, +x1 have the minimum color. Since there are d 
sons and c = d + 1 colors, &+x, +x1 ) d 2. If Ix, / < k, choose successively x2,. . ,x1 
with lxil = 1x1 + i = k - 1 + i for i = 2,. . . ,I such that 
Cp~(+Xj,+Xj+l)=Cpl;(+xi_l,+Xj)81 for i= 1,...,1- 1 
It is easy to see that Ixi I = 1x1 + i = k - 1 + i for i = 0, . , 1. 
Now let us investigate the following path P from +x to -x: 
+x = +xo,+xl,. .,+xr_l,+xl = _x[, _xI_-l,, ,) _x,, _xo = _x. 
Assume that along the first half of P, i.e. +x0,+x1,. . ., +x!_~ there are t descents 
in { 1,. . . , I - 2). Since +x0, +x1 has the minimum color, this color is 1 or 2. Hence, 
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the first descent can be the index c - 1 or c, and then it is easy to see that (c - 1) + 
(t - 1)c 6 I- 2, i.e. t < [(Z - 1)/c]. Those descents correspond to the descents along 
-.X-r,..., -xi, -x0 = -x, because I& -xi-i, -xi) < q:(-xi, -xi+1 ) if and only if 
&(+Xi-I,+&) = c + 1 - Cpi(-Xi-Ij-Xi) 
> C + 1 - q&-xi, -Xi+1) = q&+xi, +xi+l). 
Finally, among +xl_i, &xl, -XI-I, there are at most 2 more descents, because there 
is none in +x,-i if (P~(+x~_-~,+xI_~) -K c, and otherwise, none in &xl since then 
&+x/-l, &xl) = 1. Altogether, there are at most 2 L( 1 - 1)/c] + 2 descents along 
P, i.e. 
Z-l 
pgt(+x, -x> d 2 - L 1 + 3. C 
We have to show now that the right-hand side of this inequality is at most equal to 1. 
Case 1: Z > 3. If Z d c then L(Z - 1)/c] = 0 and it follows pgt(+x,-x) B 3 6 1. 
Now, let Z 2 c+l. Then for c 2 4, Z(c-2) > 5c- 10 = (3c-2)+2(c-4) > 3c-2. 
This implies Zc b 2( Z - 1) + 3c and 2 > 2( Z - 1)/c + 3 2 pgt(+x, -x). 
If, finally, c = 3 then for Z > 7, 1 3 2( 1 - 1)/c + 3 > pgt(+x, -x), and for Z = 5,6, 
pgt( +x, -x) < 2 L( 1 - 1 )/cl + 3 = 5 < 1. For I = 4, depending on whether cp:( +x, +x1 ) 
is 1 or 2, the edges along P are colored 1,2,3,1,3,1,2,3 or 2,3,1,2,1,3,1,2, and in 
both situations; indeed, 4 periods suffice for passing information from +x to -x. 
Case 2: I = 2. Again depending on the color of the first edge, the edges along P 
are colored 1,2,1,3 or 2,3,1,2 if c = 3, and 1,2,4,5 or 2,3,1,4 if c = 5. For c # 3,5, 
the colors are 1,2, c - 1, c or 2,3, c - 2, c - 1. In any of these cases, 2 periods suffice, 
i.e. pgt(+x, -x) 6 Z = 2. 
Case 3: 1 = 1. Then the two edges of P are colored 1, c’ with c’ > 1, or 2, c - 1 
except if c = 3 because then c - 1 = 2 = i(c + 1) requires to switch the colors to 2,l. 
In the first situation, pgt(+x, -x) = 1, but in the last one, pgt(+x, -x) = 2 because 
the other path between +x and -x is colored by 3,2 and information will arrive along 
this path in -x only in the second period, too. 
The statement for pgt(-x, +x) can be proved analogously. 0 
Theorem 2.1. PGTd+l(BBTd) < k. 
Proof. For k = 1, it is easy to see in Fig. 2 that from any vertex we can disseminate 
the information within one period by going through +;1 or --A. Hence PGT(BBTd,qA) 
= 1. Therefore, assume k 3 2 for the rest of the proof. It suffices to prove that for 
arbitrarily fixed x, y ED, pgt (Lx, &ty) < k. 
For the sake of brevity, let Z, = k - 1x1 and ZY = k - 1~1. Let fz be the respective 
roots of the sub-BBT of minimum height which contains +x and +y (and then -x and 
-y as well). Furthermore, let Pf (P-) be the uniquely determined path of minimum 
length between +x and +y (-x and -y) that passes through +z (-z). Note that P+ 
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and P- can be obtained each from the other just by switching the (+)- and (-)- 
prefixes. Finally, let t+ (t-) be the number of descents of qi along the inner vertices 
of P+ (P-). The key for the proof is the following main observation which will be 
proved separately. It says that along Pf and P- together, we cannot have too many 
descents, and this bounds the number of periods. 
Proposition 2.1. t+ + t- + I, + ly < 2k - 1. 
Proof. If IzI = k - 1, then 1x1 = k or Iyl = k, i.e. 1, + lY < 1 because 1x1 and lyl 
cannot exceed IzI = k - 1. Moreover, t+, t- 3 1 and, consequently, 
t++t-+1,+1,,<3<2k-1. 
In the rest of the proof we now may assume that /zI <k - 1. 
We show first that then there does not exist any vertex +t: on P+ such that there is 
a descent at +a along P+ as well as a descent at -v along P-. For this, let +u, +a, +w 
be consecutive vertices on Pi such that cp$(+u,+u) > cp$(+v, +w), i.e. there is 
a descent at +v. If we did not apply color-switching to -u, -v or -v, --w then 
c&u, -n) = c + 1 - &+u,+u)<c + 1 - cpi(+u, +w) = cp,“(-24, -w), 
i.e. there is no descent at --a. 
Otherwise, we have Iv1 = k - 1, and either u or w has length k. 
Case 1: IuI = k and cp$(+~,+w) # i(c + 1). If ~~(+v,+w) > :(c + 1) then 
cp~(-~,--~)=~+l-~(pdk(+~,+w)<~(~+l),andweswitchedthecolors i(c+l)and 
c at edges incident to -v. This implies { 1, ;(c + l)} 3 cp~(~~,+r)<(p~(+r,+w) in 
contradiction to our choice of +u, +v, SW. Hence, cpi(+v, +w)< i(c+ l)<cp$(-a, -w), 
and we must have switched the colors 1 and ;(c + 1) at edges incident to -v. But 
this means { 1, i(c + 1)) 3 cp,$(ztu, -v)<cpj(-U, -w), and there is no descent at --c‘. 
Case 2: Iw = k and cp$(+u,+u) # i(c + 1). If cpj(+~,+v) < i(c + 1) then 
~~(-a,-~) = c+l-~~(+u,+v)>~(c+l), and we switched the colors 1 and $(c+l) 
at edges incident to -v. This implies cpi(+u, +v)<cp,k(+v, iw) E { ;(c+ l), c} in con- 
tradiction to our choice of fu, +v, +w. Hence, cpj(+-u, +u) > i(c + 1) > cp,“(-U, -u), 
and we must have switched the colors ;(c + 1) and c at edges incident to -a. But 
this means cp$(-u,--u)<(p$(-v,&w) E {i(c + l),c}, and there is no descent at -u. 
Since the vertices of P+ and P- correspond bijectively, the above-proved statement 
implies that t+ + t- is at most the number of vertices on P+ other than +x and +y, 
which itself cannot exceed 2k - 1 - 1, - ly. q 
NOW, we can continue the proof of Theorem 2.1. By Lemma 2.1 it requires at most 
1, + (t- + 1) periods to pass information from +x via --x along P- to -y. Note in 
particular that this also holds in the exceptional case when d = 2,1.x/ = k - 1: Then 
it requires 1, + 1 periods until information arrives in -x but there is no additional 
descent in -x. In general, we take into account the I, periods between +x and -x 
from Lemma 2.1, and the t- periods along P- whereby one possible descent in -x 
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is included. Altogether, we know p&+x, -y) < 1, + (t- + 1). Similarly, one obtains 
pgt(+x, -y) 6 (tf + 1) + ZY by passing information along P+ first and from y+ to y- 
then. Summing both inequalities yields 2pgt(+x, -y) 6 I, + ZY + t+ + t- + 2 < 2k + 1 
and pgt(+x, -y) d k. 
By the same method, we have pgt(+x, +y) < t++l using P+, and pgt(+x, +y) 6 I,+ 
(t- + 1) + ZY using the path from +X via -x, P-, -y to +y. As above, this yields 
pgt(+x, +y) d k. 
Finally, the proofs for pgt(-x, +y) d k and pgt( -x, -y) < k are analogous. 0 
Remark. (1) Clearly, (pj also represents a proper edge-coloring of BBT,k if c>d + 1, 
i.e. we may use more colors than necessary. Therefore, we have for any c > d + 1, 
PGT,(BBT,) < k. 
(2) We can apply his result to the problem of counting the minimum number 
of rounds, T(BBTf), necessary for complete gossiping in the usual sense, i.e. non- 
periodically. Since each of the k periods used above contains c = d + 1 rounds, we 
have T(BBT,k) d (d + 1)k. Note that from [l] it follows [i(d + 3)kj < T(BBTj) < 2 
[;(d + 3)kj - 1 b ecause gossiping can always be done by collecting all information 
in a single vertex first, and disseminating the complete package to every vertex then. 
This process consists of two consecutive broadcastings which might share one round. 
So, our result gives a slightly better upper bound here. 
3. Optimality 
Throughout this section, we use coloring in the sense of a proper edge-coloring with 
exactly c = d + 1 colors. We shall prove that there does not exist any such coloring 
of BBT: which allows to complete periodic gossiping within less than k periods. The 
main tool is the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. Let k > 1 be odd and cp be any coloring of BBT,k. Then there is a vertex 
VEBBT~ such that pgt(v,+A) > i(k + 1) and pgt(v, -A) > i(k + 1). 
Proof. Let k = 21- 1, 1 3 1. We use induction over 1 whereby for I = 1, the assertion 
obviously holds. Let cp be any coloring of BBTi’+l, and choose x such that 
p = max{ q(+A, +x), cp( -2, -x>} = , pj$, max{cp(+A +Y>, q(-1, -y>}. . . 
Because any of the values p, . . . , d + 1 can appear at most twice among the d considered 
maxima, we have 2(d + 1 - p + 1) 3 d and p d l$(d + 4)]. Since exchanging the 
f-prefixes is an automorphism of any BBTj, in the following we may assume w.1.o.g. 
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If p = k(d + 4), then every value p, . . . , d + 1 must occur exactly twice among the 
d considered maxima, i.e. q<p and this means that q = p = i(d + 4) is impossible. 
We call a letter i E { 1,. . . , d} -good if 
c~(-x,-xi)~ 
{ 
{p-l,p,p+l,..., dfl} ifp=y,q=l, 
{l,p,p+ l,..., df l} if p = y,2 d q<p, 
{l,p,p+ l,...,d + l}\(q) if p d y 
and +good if (p(+x, +xi) E { 1, p + 1,. . , d + 1 }. Note that all of the listed colors 
indeed must appear at some edge incident to -x or +x, respectively. While there are 
always d + 2 - p +good letters, the number of -good letters equals d + 3 - p if 
p = i(d + 4) and it is at least d + 2 - p if p < i(d + 3). In both cases, we find 
a letter i which is +good as well as -good because for p = $(d + 4) 
(d+2-p)+(d+3-p)=2d+5-2p=2d+5-(d-t4)=d+l>d 
or for p d i(d +3), 
Applying the induction hypothesis to BBT(xi) (which has height 21- 1) together with 
the coloring induced on it by cp, we know that there is a vertex v with pgt(v, +xi) > 1 
and pgt(v, -xi) 2 1. Clearly, information from u to +E, or -A must be routed along 
a certain path, P, through +xi or -xi. This requires an additional period because we 
see an additional descent: 
l for P = 21,. . . , +x4 +x, +A, at +xi if cp(+x, +xi) = 1 or, otherwise, at +x because 
(p(+x, fxi) > p + 1 >p = cp(+l, +x); 
l for P = v,. , -xi, -x,. . ., i-x, +A, at -xi if cp( -x, -xi) = 1 or, otherwise, between 
-x and +x because cp( -x, -xi) > q(+ j,, +x) - 1; 
l for P = v, , +xi, +x, .. . , -x, -2, at +xi if cp(+x, fxi) = 1 or, otherwise, between 
+x and -x because cp(+x, +xi) 2 p + 1 >q = cp( -I,, -x); 
l for P =- V, . . . , -xi, -x, -1, at -xi if q(--x, -xi) = 1 or, &em&e, at -_x because 
i 
cp(-xi,-x)>l = q = (p(-2-x) if q= 1, 
4”(-xi, -x) > p + 1 >p 3 q = f&A, -x) if q = p, 
+xi, -x) 3 p>q = cp(-n, -x) if l<q<p. 
Consequently, pgt(v, +A) > I + 1 and pgt(v, -A) 3 If 1. 0 
Remark. From the proof it follows that such v can be found in any sub-BBTi-’ 
between vertices +z and -z for which cp(+;l, +z) d Li(d + 4)] and cp(-,I, -z) d 
Li(d + 4)j but e quality does not hold in both these inequalities. 
Lemma 3.2. Let k 2 1 be odd and cp be any coloring of BBT,. Then there is a vertex 
WEBBT~ such that pgt(+A,w) > i(k + 1) and pgt(-l,w) b i(k + 1). 
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Proof. Assume the contrary, and consider the inverse coloring cp- defined by q-(e) = 
c + 1 - cp(e) for any edge of BBT,k. Because cp- just inverts the order of the colors 
we know that if a sequence of calls under cp transmits information from a vertex x to 
a vertex y in a certain number of rounds or periods, then reading it from the end to 
the beginning yields a sequence of calls under cp- which transmits information from y 
to x within the same number of rounds or periods. Hence, qp- is a coloring of BBT$ 
under which for any vertex z, pgt(z, +A) < i(k + 1) or Pgt(z, -3L) < i(k + 1). This 
contradicts Lemma 3.1. 0 
Theorem 3.1. For any k 3 1, PGTd+l(BBTd) 3 k. 
Proof. Let cp be any coloring of BBT:. 
Case 1: k is even. As already used in the proof of Lemma 3.2, we may consider 
cp- whereby PGT(BBTj, cp) = PGT(BBT,k,cp-). Note now that if there is no i E 
{ 1,. . , d} with cp(+i, +i) = 1, then we find an i’ E { 1,. . . , d} with (p(+,I, +i’) = c, 
i.e. cp-(+A, +i’) = 1. Altogether we may assume w.1.o.g. that there is an i E { 1,. . . ,d} 
with &+A, +i) = 1. Let r = (~(-2, -i), and choose j E { 1,. . . ,d} such that cp(+l, +j) 
E {I- - 1, r, Y + 1, r + 2). Because only one color does not appear at an edge incident 
to +A, this is possible for r = 1 (choose 2 or 3), for Y = c (choose c - 1 or c), 
and for 1 <r-cc (choose r or Y - 1). Finally, let s = cp(-l, -j). 
Since k - 1 is odd, we can apply Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 to BBT(i) as well as 
to BBT(j). Hence, for h E {i,j}, there are vertices t$,,Wh in BBT(h) for which 
the numbers Pgt(% +h), Pgr(?&, -h), Pgt(+h,Wh), and Pgt(-h,Wh) all are at least 
k/2. 
Assume Y > s. Passing information from Ui to wj along a certain path P requires 
at least k/2 + k/2 = k periods if there is a descent along P between fi (inclusively) 
-depending on where P leaves BBT(i)- and &j (inclusively) -depending on where P 
enters BBT(j): 
0 ifP=Vi,..., +i, . . . , wj we find a descent in +i because rp(+,I, +i) = 1; 
l if P = vi,. . , , -i, -1, -j,. . . ,wj, then in -;1 since Y >s; 
l and finally if P = vi,. . . , -i, -I,. . .,+&+j,. . . ,wj (using any other sub-BBTdk-l 
between -1 and +/2), then between -il and +il because the distance between 
-i and +A is at least 4 but between (~(-2, -i) = r and q(+& +j) < Y + 2 there it 
is at most 1 available color. 
Hence, PGT(BBTj, 50) 2 pgt(vi, wi) > k. 
For r< s, in analogy we consider paths between Uj and Wi. We find a descent 
l in +II ifP=Vj ,..., +A,+i ,..., Wi; 
0 in -J. if P = Vj ,..., -j,-1,-i ,..., Wi; 
l and finally, between +1 and -A if P = vi,. . . , +j, $1,. . ., -A, -i,. . . ,wi, because 
cp(+& +j) 2 I- - 1 and ~(-2, -i) = r but the path between +1 and -1 has length 
at least 4. 
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Hence, here PGT(BBT,k, rp) > pgt(vj,wi) 2 k holds which completes the proof of 
the assertion for even k. 
Case 2: k is odd. As above, we may assume w.1.o.g. that one edge incident to 
+I is colored with color c. Assume 
such that BBT(i) contains a vertex v 
tains a vertex w with pgt(f&w) 2 
2(k + I)/2 - 1 = k. 
firstly that there are i, j E { 1,. . ,d}, i # j, 
with pgt(v,fA) >/ i(k + 1) and BBT(j) con- 
i(k + 1). Then PGT(BBTj,cp) > pgt(v,w) 3 
Otherwise, since Lemma 3.1 or Lemma 3.2 ensure the existence of such v or 
w in general, we may assume that there is a unique letter i E { 1,. . . , d} such that 
BBT(i) contains both a vertex v with pgt(v,fA) 3 i(k + 1) and a vertex w with 
pgt( &A, w) > i(k + l), and no other sub-BBTdk-’ does contain any vertex of any of 
these types. Let ?(+A, +i) = p and ~(-2, -i) = q. 
The remark after Lemma 3.1 implies p d [i(d + 4)] because otherwise, we would 
find i’ # i such that in BBT(i’), the lemma yields the existence of a vertex with the 
same properties as v has. If d 2 3 then p d [$(d + 4)] < d + 1 = c, and we may 
choose j E {l,...,d} such that cp(+&+j) = c. The same can be done if d = 2 
and p < 3 = c. If d = 2 and p = 3, let i’ # i be the other son of +i.. Clearly, 
[i(d + 4)j = 3, and cp(+& +i’)<3, cp(-A, -i’) d 3. Hence as above, the remark leads 
for i’ to a contradiction to our assumption. Altogether, we always have p<c, i.e. the 
choice of j is always possible as asserted. 
Now, let j’ E { 1 ,...,d} such that cp(+j,+jj’) = 1, and let (p(-5-j) = r,cp-j, 
-jj’) = S. Moreover, by Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, we find vertices v’ and w’ in 
BBT(jj’) for which all of the four numbers pgt(v’, +jj’) and pgt(&jj’, w’) are at least 
;(k - 1). 
If r>s then we consider the possible paths, P, between v and w’ : 
0 for P = u,. . ,+j, +jj’, . ._ , w’, we have a descent at +j; 
l for P = v,. _. , +3,, +j,. . . , -j, -jj’, . . . , w’, at +j; and 
l for P = v,. . . , -A, -j, -jj’, , w’, at -j because r>s. 
Thus, as above we can conclude that 
PGT(BBT,k, cp) 3 pgt(v, w’) > pgt(v, &A) + pgt(fjj’, w’) 
k+l k-l 
=p+p=k. 
2 2 
If r<s then we do the analogous investigation for v’ and w: 
l for P = VI,. . . , +jj’,+j,. . .,w, we have a descent at +jj’; 
l for P = v’,..., -jj’, -j,-A ,..., W, at -j because s>r; and 
l for P = V’)..., -jj’,-j,.. .,+j,+A, . . . . W, at +%. 
Thus, again 
k+l PGWBT,k, cp) 2 pgt(u’, w) 2 2 + 2 k-1 =k . 0 
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Altogether, Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 prove that 
PGTd+r(BBTj) = k. 
For more colors than necessary, i.e. c>d + 1, we do not know a general lower bound. 
Note that if c is large enough, one can easily color 
(1) the edges of +Z$ such that for every vertex in +Tj, its path to f 11. . .l is 
monotone (i.e. with increasing colors), and 
(2) the edges of -Tj with colors larger than those used in (1) such that for every 
vertex in -Tj, its path from f 11. . . 1 is monotone. 
This coloring achieves PGT,(BBTi) = 2, and shows that one can reduce the number 
of periods by using more colors. 
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